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U meta inti, Saki, dan il-bur
Miżgħud bil-mistednin xi darba żżur,
U ssib ir-rokna fejn kont darba j i en,
Battal il-bieqja — u biha ’1 isfel, mar!
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AN E A R L Y

MALTESE

WORD-LIST

By William C owan
T he earliest recorded examples of Maltese that I have been able to exam
ine are those included by Megiser in his description of Malta of 1611.*
Megiser is said to have visited Malta in 1588;1 according to h is account
he published some of the forms he recorded there in his T h esau ru s P oly g lottu s of 1603. I have not been able to investigate this latter work.
Megiser’s list co n sists of 121 items recorded in transcription, each
followed by a German g lo ss. Most are single words, but some co n sist of
short phrases. The last 34 are the numbers from 1-20, the decades to 100,
100 to 500 by hundreds, and 1000. The material is difficult to su bject to
any sort of through going an alysis. Megiser obviously did not know Maltese,
the text is quite short, has almost no repetitions, and is much marred by
misprints. In addition, his transcription appears to be rather ad hoc, de
signed to give only a rough approximation of the Maltese sound. Neverthe
le s s , some information can be gotten from the lis t, and some speculations
can be made. In the interests of providing scholars interested in Maltese
with the material, and in the hope that it will further the study of the
h istorical phonology of Maltese, I present the lis t of forms, along with
Megiser’s introduction.
The following arrangement has been used in listing the forms: First,
the form as recorded by Megiser, followed by emendations where these
seem indicated, and the German gloss. Next the modem Maltese equivalent,
where known, in phonological transcription, equated with the form as it is
in C la ssica l Arabic in a standard transliteration, or a Romance form. The
presentation of C lassical Arabic as an equation rather than a derivation
reflects my conviction that Maltese, as other dialects of Arabic, is not
necessarily descended from C lassical Arabic, but from a form of speech
that was cognate with it. T his is followed in many cases by comments on
the forms, or glo sses where the meaning of the Maltese differs from the
meaning of the cognate C la ssica l Arabic form. A number of obscure points
remain unsolved; I hope that other investigators will be able to shed
some light on them.
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'H ieronym us M egiser, P ropu gn acu lu m E u r o p a e . . . (Cracow , 1611).
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1. A lla 'G ott’. /?alla/ = /?allaah/. The widespread emphasis of
Arabic /1/ in this word is reflected in the M altese vocalization with /a/.
2. Semme 'HimmeT. /sèma/ = /sam a;’ /. Megiser’s writing of geminate
consonants does not seem to have any relation to the presence or absence
of gemination in the form itse lf.
3. D igna 'Welt’. /dinya/ = /dunya;/.
4. Razed 'Mann’ . /ra:jel/ = /rajul/. The use of the graph zw as probably
an attempt to indicate an affricate of some kind which M egiser would
have no other way of indicating.
. 5. Mara 'Weib’ . /mara/ — /^imraVah/.
6. E bni ’Sohn’. /?ibni/ = /?ibni:/ ’my son’ . Megiser’s form includes
the possessive pronoun.
7. S cbem s ( S cbeb-) 'Jiingling’. /sep/ = /sabb/.
8. S c b ie c b 'A lt’, /sleh/ = /sayx/. The present day Maltese form is
irregular in development, showing /ie/ < /i:/, where the expected reflex
of Ar. /ay/ is /ey/. The form may be borrowed from a North African dia
lect of Arabic where the standard of development is /i:/. If the German
graph ie is to be read [i:], then Megiser’s form shows that the pronunciation
with /i;/ was current in his day, and the diphthongization to /ie/ had not
yet taken place.
9. Rani 'R eich ’. /?à:ni/ = /yaniyy/. D essoûlavy has already pointed
out that Megiser’s use of r here indicates that he was attempting to re
produce the voiced velar spirant /y/, which was s till distinct from the
voiced pharyngeal spirant 79/ .
10. E u cbir (Fuchir) ’Arm’ . /f?i:r/ = /faqi;r/. Megiser’s form may reflect
an intermediate stage */fuqi;r/, where the */u/ developed from analogy
with the plural /fuqara:?/*
11. S a b e c ’SchSn’. /sabieh/ = /sabi:h/.
12. E cre 'H eszlich’. /Tikreh/ = /*?akrah/. In general, the Maltese
elative forms show irregular development, and have probably been sub
jected to analogical reformations of various types.
13. Guir ( Gbir) 'Grosz’. /gbi:r/ = /kabi;r/.
14. S cb ecb en ’Klein’, /skéyken/. The etymology of the word is disputed,
though obviously of the Arabic diminutive pattern.
15. A lle ’Hoch’ . /?a:li/ = / 9 a :li:/.

16. N ostrane (t, sran e) 'ein Christ’ . /nusrami/ = /nusra;niyy/.
17. Turco 'ein Turk’, /tork/ = /turkiyy/. Megiser’s form is from Romance
rather than from Arabic.
18. B a c b z e b (B achr--) 'Schiffman’. /bahri/ = /bahriyy/.
19. S cit (S eit) ’ein F isch e r’, /sayt/ = /sayd/ ’hunting’. Megiser probably
got the wrong word here.
20. C baiat 'ein Schneider’. /hayya;t/ = /xayya:t/.
21. R a cilta (R azal ta-) 'ein Ehrlichman’. /rârjel ta-/. The /ta-/ is a
genitive particle derived from the 'taa? marbu.-ta’, and generalized to use
after all nouns, both masculine and feminine. In modem Maltese, the
/rà:jel/ is frequently left off, and expressions like /talhalLp/ ’milkman’
and /tallâham/ ’butcher’ are current. Megiser did not record the re s t of
the phrase, which could have been anything.
22. E m bliet 'ein Landsman’ . In modem M altese, /bllet/ = /bila:d/ is
the plural of /bélt/ ’town’ . Megiser’s form may come from a phrase like
/min bilajd/ 'from (the) country’ or the like.
23. E s s e m (Z essem ) 'der L eib ’ . /flsem/ = /|ism/.
24. R as 'Haupt’. /râ;sJ = /ra?s/.
25. K a le (H ale) 'Mund’ . /hai?/ = /halq/.
26. M nieher ’Nasz’ . /mnieher/ = /mana:xir/ 'n ostrils’.
27. Einnen ’Aug’. /?âynéyn/ = /9aynayn/ ’two eyes’. Megiser’s graph
e i (as opposed to the graph ie in the above and other items) reflects the
open diphthong [ay] conditioned by the preceding /9/.
28. It Hand’. /?i;t/ = /yad/. The Maltese .form, like the same word in
many other Arabic d ialects, probably goes back to a by-form */?i;d/.
29. T ria ’Arm, brachium’ , /drieh/ = /c5ira;9/. The use of a final a in
this form can be taken as an indication that at the time it was recorded,
/9/ was s till distinct from the other velar and pharygeal spirants in this
position. On the in itial t, see the discussion below.
30. B e z z ile (R ez z ile) ’F u sz ’. The modem Maltese word for ’foot* is
number 32: /sie?/, glossed by Megiser as ’thigh’. Megiser’s form is
obscure, but may be connected with the word for ’leg’ , /rljel/ = /rijl/, if
my emendation is correct.
31. S abba ’Finger’, /saba/ = /?isba9/.
32. S iecb ’Schenkel’. /sfe?/ ’foot’ = /sa:q/ ’leg’.
33« C hops 'Brot’. /hops/ = /xubz/.
34. Em bit ’Wein’. /mbl:t/ = /nabi:8/.
35. Elm a ’Wasser’. /TOma/= /?alma: ?/ ’the water’. The M altese form
has an agglutinated article.
36. Summara ’Flu s’ (Flôte)J /zummi;ra/ = /zumma:ra/.
37. Hot ’F isch ’. /hfi;t/ = /hu;t/.
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Megiser, pp.11-17:
'E in kurzes Specimen der M altesischen Sprach/oder verdeutschung
etlicher gemeiner worter der Africanischen oder Morischen sprach/wie
solche von altersher und noch heutigs tags in der Insul Malta gebreuchlich .’

38. L ach an ( L acham ) 'F le is c h ’ . /laham/ = /lahm/.
39. T offia 'A pffel’. /tufffeha/ = /tuffatha/.
40. L a n c ia s 'B im ’. /lanja:s/ = /?inja:s/. The Maltese has an ag
glutinated article.
41. Sigura 'Baum’ . /sijra/ = /sajara/. Megiser’s form probably needs
amending, since the graph gu would probably indicate a voiced velar
stop [g], which seems unlikely in this form.
42. V eh eb 'Gold*. /dé:p/ = /Sahab/. Dessoulavy viewed the v in this
form as an indication that */ 3 / was still pronounced as a voiced spirant
in Megiser’ s day. This seem s unlikely in comparison with 29: Tria =
/5ira:9/, and 34: Embit = /nabi:g/, in both of which the phoneme is
rendered a s a stop.
43. O feda 'Silber’. /fldda/ = /fidda/. Megiser’ s in itial ’o’ is enigmatic.
44. F lu s 'Geldt’. /flu;s/ = /fulu:s/.
45. Sarbon 'Schuch’ . /zarbu;n/ = /zarbum/.
46. C b tie b 'Buch’ . /ktlep/ = /kita:b/.
47. T ar 'H auss’ ./da:r/ = /da:r/.
48. Sotto ’B e tt’. /sodda/ = /sudda/. Megiser’s form probably needs
amending, but presents too many difficulties.
49. Eimorro ’Gehen’. /?éyya mmórru/ = /hayya: namurr/ 'le t ’s go!’.
Since double letters in Megiser’s transcription are no sure guide for
gemination, we cannot be' sure whether the Maltese form of h is day was
the one cognate with Ar. /marr/, or the one current in modem Maltese,
which is cognate with /ma:r/ ’to move’,
50. Cui ’essen ’ . /kol/ = /kul/. This is an imperative. Megiser is in
consistent in choosing which inflected form of a verb to quote.
51. N isitop (N isirop) ’ Trinken’ . /nfsrop/ T drink’ =/nasrab/ ’we drink’.
52. Cam er ’Mon’. /?£mar/ = /qamar/.
53. B e lt ’Statt’ . /bélt/ = /balad/.
54. N erquo (N erg b o )'R eitten ’ . /nfrgbu/ = /narkab/.
55. M esiccbero (N e s ic c h e r o ) ’Schiffen’. T h is is probably the first person
plural of a f a ^ a l - t j p e verb.
56. S iem el ’Pferd’ . /zfemel/ = /za:mil/.
57. K elb 'Hund’ ../kélp/ = /kalb/.
58. K attus ’Katz’ . /^attuis/ = /qattu;s/.
59» F ar ’Mauss’. /fi:r/ = /fa*?r/.
60. B orin ’Raubvogel’ . The Maltese is obscure. The first part is to be
equated with the element /bu-/ = /?abu:-/, current in many M altese plant
and animal names.
61. B eh eri ’Geyer’ . The Maltese i s obscure. It probably refers to a sea
bird of some sort.
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62. S ajjak ’Spt.-.tz’. Both the German and the Maltese are obscure, but
the Maltese is probably to be related to /zakak/ ’chaffinch’.
63. A saph ’Sperber’. The Maltese remains obscure, but may be con
nected with /?asffi;r/ = /j)asfu:r/.
6 4 B alarg ’habich [s ic ]’. The Maltese remains obscure.
65. A lla s ’ F alck ’. The Maltese remains obscure.
66. A roch ’Adler’ . The Maltese form is cognate with /?arruxx/ 'Roc,
mythological bird’ . Modem Maltese does not appear to have preserved the
word.
67. T eiep 'schône heutere zeit’. /tàyyep/ = tayyib/.
68. H a s s e ltr is s e ’ Bôsenwetter’ . The first part o f the word may be related
to /hazf;n/ ’bad’ = /hazi;n/ ’sad’. The -t r is s e remains obscure.
69. Schini ’ein Galee’. /sf:ni/ = /si:ni:/.
70. R iech ’Wind’, /rfeh/ = /ri:h/.
71. Guart ’Rosen’. /wart/ = /ward/.
72. S chiobo ’Kàtz’ . /sabo/. According to Barbera,’ who quotes Falzon,
the Maltese comes from French /zabo/ ’frill of a shirt’ .
73. Sfragel ’Quitten apffel’. /sfàrjel/ = /safarjel/. Megiser’ s form may
be a misprint, but there could equally well have been a m etathesis in a
form of this nature.
74. Char 'Cucumraer’. /hy£:r/ = /xiyatr/.
75. Tin ’Feigen’. /ti:n/ = /ti:n/.
76. E cn ep ( Einep) ’Trauben’. /Vġnep/ = /9inab/.
77. A lla s c l e b 'Gott grüsz euch’ . The first word is obviously to be con
nected with /?alla:h/, the second is obscure. It is possible that emenda
tion to {selen i) may be correct, connecting the form with modem /séllem/
’to greet’ = /sallama/.
78. She e lc it ’ein Guten Morgen’. The modem Maltese word for ’morning’
is /zbieh/ = /saba:h/. Megiser’ s form needs emending, but presents too
many difficulties. The e lc it may be equivalent to /hayr/ = /xayr/ ’good’,
with a prefixed definite article and a t misprinted for r. The phrase would
be like modem Arabic /sabâ:h ilxé:r/ ’good morning’.
79» B e lt e lc ita ’Guten abend’. The Maltese is obscure. The e lc ita ap
pears to be a feminine form o f the e lc it above. Perhaps we should emend
the first word to {lelt) and equate it with the word for 'night1, /léyl/ =
/layl/. The t would be a representation of the t a a l m arbu:ta of the singulative /leyla/.
80. N esi ceiri 'Gott danck euch’ . /nfzzi hayr/ = /nijzi: xayr/ ’we
thank’. C eiri may be equated to /xayri:/ ’my thanks’.
81. A lla ja c k ’Gott behüt euch’ . The phrase is probably equivalent to
* D .G . B arb era, D iz io n a r io M alte s e -A r a b o -Ita lia n o (Beyrouth, 1939).
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/?alla;hu ma9ak/ *God (be) with you’ , in modem Maltese /?alla mf:yak/.
82. Ve mort v e conto 'Wo seit ihr gewest’. /féyn mórtu— féyn kóntu/ =
/?ayna murtum—?ayna kuntum/. The phrase appears to mean 'Where did
you a ll go—where were you all*.
83. C ale amar 'Wils Gott/geliebts Gott’ . /kallayàmar/ = /kallarhu y annuir/
'as God w ishes’. The prefixed /k/ is equated in modem M altese with
/yék/ 'i f ’, of doubtful origin.
84. len a 'Ich bin’ , /yéna/ = /?ana:/.
85. E n tihoa 'Du b ist’. Megiser has interpreted two words as one: entiis the same a s modem /?inti/ = /Vinti/ 'you’ . It is feminine singular in
Arabic, but is & free variant of /Vint/ in M altese, which makes no dis
tinction here between masculine and feminine. The -b o a is the same as
modem /Vfi;wa/ = /huwa/ 'he’ . The use of the third person masculine
singular independent pronoun as a copula survives in modem M altese, but
is generally reduced to /Vii:/.
86. Hua 'Der ist*. Either this or the preceding -hoa is probably a mis
print. It is possible that a stress difference could account for the differ
ence in vowel.
87. L a cb a n a t 'Wir seind’ . /Vàhna/ = /nahnu/. The in itial l may re
present a change /n/>/l/, seen also in item 68. The modem /Vàhna/,
corresponding to the form current in most other dialects, is not a develop
ment from Megiser’ s form or the one current in C lassical Arabic, but re
presents what must have been an alternative form in Proto-Arabic.
88. O uachat (G uachat) 'E in s’ . /wiehet/ = /wa:hid/.
89. F n e 'Zwey’ . /tnéyn/ = /?i0nayn/. Dessoulavy4 took the / in this
form a s an attempt by Megiser to record some sort of v o ice le ss spirant,
presumably /0/, an indication that it had not gone to /t/ before Megiser’ s
day.
90. F lie s a n ( F liefa n ) 'Drey’. /tlleta/ = / 0 a la ;0 a / . This is another
example of Megiser’ s use of / to indicate v o iceless spirant. The final -n
remains obscure.
91. H erba 'V ier’. /Vérba/ = /?arba9a/. The initial b- may be a typo
graphical mixup, and Megiser may have recorded the form as * erb a b a . See
below the word for 'seven ’.
92. Cam sa ( Cham sa) 'F ünfP . /hamsa/ = /xamsa/.
93. S eta 'Sech s’. /sitta/ = /sitta/.
94. S eb a b a 'Siben’. /séba/ = /sab9a/. Megiser’ s use o f -fi-'here is
probably an attempt to represent the reflex o f the /9/.
95. Sfniem a ( Sfm iena) 'Acht’ . /tmfenya/ = /0ama;niya/. The use of s f
here is obscure.
4 op. c it .

96. T e s a 'Neu_ /dfsa/ = /tis9a/. One of the most puzzling problems
of Maltese historical phonology is why the modem Maltese word for'nine!
begins with /d/ instead of the expected /t/. Su tcliffe’s* explanation that
the /s/ voiced to /z/, causing the /1/ to voice to /d/, whereupon the
/z/ devoiced back to /s/, is unacceptable. Similarly unacceptable is
Dessoulavy’ s* contention that Megiser, a s a German, was congenitally
incapable of distinguishing an in itial /d/ from an initial /t/, sin ce Ger
mans can and do make th is distinction in their own language, and presum
ably could in Megiser’ s day. Speakers of English, however, have difficult^
in hearing the distinction that Germans make, since the German allophones
are different from the English allophones. The fact remains that Megisèr
did record some words w ith.f which begin with /d/ in modem M altese,
like Tar 'house’, modem /da;r/, and T ria 'arm’, modem /drfeh/, form’s
which the comparative evidence indicates were always pronounced with
/d/. He also recorded with t words which begin with /d/ in modëtn
Maltese, like T e s a 'nine’ , modem /dfsa/, and T e s a ta s c b ‘nineteen^,
modem /tsatâ;s/ (at an earlier stage */ d isata:s), which the comparatrrh
evidence indicates were once pronounced with /t/. Note, however, th¥t
he records the related word for 'ninety’ with initial d\ D isch in , modern
/dis|yn/. I do not think die two ca se s have anything to do with eafeh
other. In the first case, it is probable that Megiser used a 1 to indicate
an emphatic */d/, and which would have developed in the words under
question through proximity to /r/ and /a;/. The vocalization of modern
Maltese words like /da;r/ 'house’, /na:r/ 'fire’, as well as the evidence
from other dialects, shows that /r/ next to /a:/ was emphatic at a previous
stage of the language. This emphasis influenced neighboring sounds, and
was still present in Maltese when Megiser recorded these forms. It has
since disappeared from M altese, but its effect can be seen in vocalizations
such as /a;/, as opposed to the non-emphatic reflex /fe/.
1:
In the second case, we are not dealing with sound change, but with
sound substitution. There are no phonological factors that could have
changed /t/ to /d/ in the words related to ‘nine’ in M altese, so thè
explanation of the forms must be sought elsewhere. Megiser’ s lis t gives
us a clu e. I consider h is record accurate: the words for 'nine’ and 'nitfeteen’ began with /t/, and the form for 'ninety’ began with /d/. What Megiser
has preserved for us is analogical change in mid-stream, so to speak.
Mutilation of numbers for purposes of concealment is a feature of Mediter
ranean culture.7 The word for ‘ninety’ had suffered a mutilation o f thip
‘ op. c it .
6 op. c it.
7 P h . M arçais,
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Le parler arabe de Djidjelli (P a r is , n .d .).
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type in Maltese prior to Megiser’ s v isit to Malta, perhaps oecause ofsome
magical or other special reason. The mutilation was probably recent,
because the related words for 'nine’ and 'nineteen’ had not y et been
affected by the analogical change that subsequent to Megiser’ s departure
did affect the words to the extent of changing their in itial /t/ to /d/ to
coincide with the in itial /d/ of 'ninety’ . The regular reduction ofunstressed
vowels in open syllables and the subsequent devoicing of the /d/ before
a v oiceless /s/, both of which are regular developments in Maltese,
brought about the modem form of 'nineteen’ with the in itial /t/, fortuit
ously restoring the original sound.
97. A ssa ra 'Zehen’. /?asra/ = /9asara/.
, 98. T a sk 'E ilf’. /hda:s/ = /?ahada 9asar/. The modem vocalization
indicates that the /d/ comes from an earlier */d/, again recorded here
by Megiser with t.
99. F n as ( F n a sb) 'Zw olff’. /tnà;s/ = / i0n a: 9asar/.
100. F lie ta s h 'Dreyzehen’ . /tlitta;s/ = / 0 a la ;9 a ta 9aSar/.
101. H erbatasch 'Vierzehen’. f i erbata:s/ = / ? arba9ata 9asar/.
il02. C ham satasch 'Funffzehen’ ./ hm ista:s/ = /xamsata 9aSar/.
103. S eta sch 'Sechzehen’ . / sittà;s/ = / sittata 9asar/.
1 0 4 S eb a ta sch 'Siebenzehen’. /zbata:s/ = /sab9ata 9asar/.
105. S fn iem atasch ( S fm ien tasch) 'Achtzehen’. /tmintà;s/ = /0ama:niyata
9àsar/.
106. T e s a ta s c h 'Neunzehen’. /tsata:s/ = / tis9ata 9asar/.
107. A szrin 'Zwanszig’. /‘'’gSri.-n/ = /9asri;n/.
108. Q uachat (G uachat) aszirin 'Ein und zwanszig’. /wfehed u^osrfin/ =
‘/wa;hid wa9asri;n/.
109. F lie t i ( F lietin ) 'D reissig ’. /tletf:n/ = / 0ala:0i:n / .
110. Herbin 'V ierszig’. /?erb|yn/ = /7arba9i:n/.
111. Cham sin 'Funffszig’ . /hamsl:n/ = /xamsi:n/.
112. Setin 'Sechszig’. /sittlm / = /sitti:n/.
113. S eh ei ( S ebein ) 'Siebenszig’ . /sebeyn/ = /sab9i:n/.
1 1 4 Sfremi ( Sfmenin) 'A chszig’. /tmenl:n/ = /0ama:ni;n/.
115. D ischin ’Neunszig’ . /diséyn/ = /tis9i:n/.
116. Mia 'Hundert’. /mlyya/ = /mi?a/.
117. Metein 'Zwey hundert’. /mitéyn/ = /mi?atayn/.
118. F lehm ia ( F lefm ia) 'Drey hundert’ . / tilt m iyya/= /0ala;Oumi'i'a/.
119. H erbam ia 'V ier hundert’ . /?erba mfyya/ = /?arba9umi‘?à/.
T20. C bam sm ia 'Fiinff hundert’. /hames mfyya/ = /xamsumi^a/.
121. E lf 'T a u sen F . /*?élf/ = /*?alf/.
Megiser clo ses with the following statement:
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'Mehres vo. dieser Maltesischen wie auch andem Africanischen
Sprachen findet man in meinem Thesauro Polyglotto vô 400 Sprachen:
so gedruckt ist zer Franckfurt in 1603 Jah r: dahin ich den Günstigen
L ese r wil remittiert haben.’
More material of this nature is needed. When other lis ts , recorded by
speakers of other languages, and speakers of Maltese itse lf come to light,
we will be able to establish a body of texts whose analysis and comparison
will clarify even more the permutations that Maltese has undergone from
the earliest times of the Arabic conquest to the present day.*

*1 would lik e to e x p re ss my thanks to the ed itor, P ro fe sso r J . A quilina, for a
number of su g g estio n s and co rrectio n s he h a s made for th is a r t ic le . N aturally,
I rem ain re sp o n sib le for a ll statem ents made h ere.
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